
What Does It Do?
The envelope sealing system can quickly seal your envelopes and 
comes with an optional automatic stop/start function and optional 
counter. The unique system can seal up to 300 envelopes per 
minute, that’s around 18,000 per hour! Users are even able to 
adjust the output speed if needed. 

Gummed envelopes of various lengths up to 380mm can be 
sealed and up to 15mm in thickness. As the machine has low 
noise levels, it is suited to office environments. 

Easy To Use
The simple system can work automatically and requires only the 
loading up of the prepared envelopes. The auto-start/stop option 
for stacked envelopes means it will stop when the envelopes have 
run out and only restart when it is re-loaded. There is also an 
option to  integrate a counter.

There is no need to open the envelope flaps manually or hold or 
press on the piles of letters. The adjustable sealer has a large 
visible water reservoir so you can see when it needs to be refilled 
and a self-cleaning moistening roller eliminates the need for 
maintenance.
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Key Features:

Up to 18,000 gummed 
envelopes can be sealed per hour

Fully automated start/stop 
system (optional)

Seals envelopes effectively 
and quickly to 335mm wide

Integrated counter (optional)

Large water reservoir

Adjustable moistening 
intensity

Speed regulation provides 
selectively adjustable output

Simple to operate

Great build quality 



Why Choose An AMS Envelope Sealer?
AMS is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailroom equipment. As well as having 
a dedicated team of knowledgeable experts to offer advice and bespoke solutions 
to suit your mailing needs, we have a well-trained customer support team and 
highly skilled team of field engineers to support you after your purchase.

This reliable and efficient after-care support service is provided to ensure you get 
the most out of your purchase. We also offer a comprehensive range of technical 
support and service packages that cover both equipment and software. 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
With this machine you are able to seal and count envelopes 
simultaneously. The machine with integrated counter can be used as 
a sealer and/or counter. Thanks to its deeper design this new series 
“MERCURY S2” is particularly suited for all common standard envelopes 
with the formats C5, C6/5, C4, B4 and C4 pocket (324x229mm) with 
the flap on the short side.

Supplies
AMS supply a wide range of low-cost consumables to suit our mailing 
equipment including inkjet cartridges and envelopes. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
Max. sealing capacity (C5, C5/6): 18,000 envelopes per hour
Max. width of envelope: 335 mm (B5/B4, C6/5, C4, C4 Pocket)

Max. length of envelope: 380 mm

Max. thickness of 
envelope: 

15 mm

Operating voltage: 85VAC...264VAC / 50...60Hz, 1.6A

Automatic feeding: yes

Piling-Option (for stacked and 
nested envelopes!): 

yes

Automatic Start/Stop: optional (model MERCURY S2-IR/IRC)

Counter (integrated): optional (model MERCURY S2-C/IRC)

Batch-Counter 
(integrated): 

optional (model MERCURY S2-IRBC)

QUALITY AND SAFETY
Display: yes (model with counter)

Signal lamp: LED

Area of use: according to EU-Norms

Licensing: CE

Warranty: 2 years

Accessories: Line cable (2m), cover, suction rubber 
pear, re-placement fuse, instruction 
manual

DIMENSIONS
Dimension incl. 
receiving tray:

1110 (max.) x 365 x 450 mm (lxhxw)

Length of receiving tray: 400 mm

Weight incl. receiving tray: 32.1kg


